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WHAT IS DIGITAL DARWINISM?

• dig·i·tal
– ˈdijidl/

– adjective

– involving or relating to the use of computer technology.
• "the digital revolution"

• Dar·win·ism
– ˈdärwəˌnizəm/

– noun

– the theory of the evolution of species by natural selection advanced by Charles Darwin.

What technological evolution is happening in the automotive aftermarket that we need to all be a part of?
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HOW MANY OF THESE CONSUMER FOCUSED AFTERMARKET 
BRANDS EXISTED DIGITALLY 10 YEARS AGO?
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AMONG OTHER AUTOMOTIVE BEHAVIORS, CONSUMERS ARE 
MOVING ONLINE RAPIDLY FOR PARTS SHOPPING
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Pure Play E-tail Contribution to Total Aftermarket Sales

E-tailing 
Sales

$7.1B

E-tailing 
Sales

$14.9B
Sales do not include etailing sales of traditional brick and mortar retailers 

such as Walmart or AutoZone.

+$0.7B

+$0.8B
+$0.9B

+$1.0B

+$1.0B
+$1.1B

+$1.1B

It is estimated that e-tailing 
will double in size 2012-20

Source: AASA / ACA 
Joint Channel 
Forecast by IHS 
Markit; AASA Analysis

E-tail growing faster than the overall market.  By taking a 
disproportionate share of growth in a slower growth market, it 
is likely to reduce the growth metrics of established players



In the US, a car or truck 
part is sold every 2 
seconds on eBay

In the US, a tool is 
purchased every 4 
seconds on eBay



AASA FORECASTS THAT CONSUMERS WILL CONTINUE TO 
SHIFT FROM DIY TO DIFM
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Shifts in Parts Sales and Market Share, DIY to DIFM



AS CONSUMERS SHIFT FROM DIY TO DIFM, EBAY WILL SUPPORT 
CUSTOMERS HOWEVER THEY HANDLE THEIR REPAIR NEEDS

• Digital Service Manuals

• “Virtual Tech” phone support

• Ship to installer tire installation

• Openbay parts integration

• Shift Mobility parts integration

And more is coming!
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VIRTUAL TECHNICIANS ENABLE DIY JOBS FOR THOSE WHO 
STILL DO THEIR OWN REPAIRS

Providing access to quality service information allows for a better customer experience, especially when they 
are stuck with a repair or need to decide if they can do the job or not.
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CONNECTING CONSUMERS WITH INSTALLERS MERGES THE 
DIGITAL AND OFFLINE WORLDS

When a customer needs parts we can improve the customer experience by having the seller ship a product 
directly to an installer, saving time and effort.
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AND ONLINE ISN’T SIMPLY SITTING AT YOUR DESKTOP PC
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Apple took a fair amount of criticism for their “what’s a computer” TV spot, however we do find 
ourselves in an increasingly mobile driven world



CUSTOMERS ARE EVERYWHERE- THEY CAN HANDLE 
AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS ANYWHERE THEY HAVE THEIR PHONE
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CUSTOMERS CAN EASILY SCHEDULE SERVICE OR BUY PARTS 
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
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EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP THE AUTOMOTIVE 
AFTERMARKET RETAIN ITS SHARE…
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Tool and Equipment Manufacturers
– Review your e-commerce strategy- “do you have one?”

– Determine ways to integrate to or partner with other solution providers
• Direct to consumer vehicle service information (DTCs collected, alignment printouts, battery tests, etc.)

• Shop/consumer telematics integrations

Parts Manufacturers
– Review your e-commerce strategy- “do you have one?”

– Understand your distribution channels

Repair Shops/Dealers
– Review your e-commerce strategy- “do you have one?”

– Look to new technologies to drive efficiency or customer retention/growth
• Service scheduling

• Online parts ordering



BY KEEPING THE CUSTOMER AS OUR PRIMARY FOCUS
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Who are your customers, and are you where your customers are?
– Wholesale distributors?

– Automotive parts/tools retailers/installers?

– Independent repair shops?

– DIY customers?

– All of the above?

Our goal is driving the best possible customer experience
– Did the customer easily find what they wanted?

– Did the customer pay a fair price for the item they bought?

– Did the product arrive in a timely manner?

– Did the seller and product meet the customers’ expectations?
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www.ebay.com/motors

jhettinga@ebay.com


